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Across

2. if a sample is probable

5. channel the best sample & 

best results at lowest cost.

6. how ideas relate in terms of 

levels of generality

7. Website written & maintained 

by volunteers

12. terms and phrases gives this

15. AND, Or, & NOT

19. Uses the symbol # to mark 

keywords or topics

21. seeing with a purpose

23. asking respondent to rank a 

number of alternative answers to 

a question in order of 

preference

25. if a sample is not probable

27. Google, Bing, Yahoo! Search, 

Ask, & AOL search

28. random selection within 

subgroups

29. logistics & when & where 

you'll conduct your survey

30. A way for people to 

organize, store, manage, search, 

and share their favorite web 

resources

Down

1. limits collections to one or 

a few types of materials

3. small scale version of your 

survey

4. popular primary research 

tools in business

8. College, University, and 

Public forms contain all kinds 

of materials

9. looks for sample with 

certain characteristics

10. members are convienient & 

economical to reach

11. question that influences the 

answer (it's in the beginning)

13. helps reaserch a business 

problem

14. an orderly arrangement of 

the survey

16. putting things together

17. something you can trust

18. a group focused on a certain 

subject

20. collections of digital 

computer files ABI/Inform

22. ranking and rating

24. copying something else

26. micro blogging service that 

lets you send and read messages 

up to 140 characters


